DIMENSIONS OF PARADISE
SACRED GEOMETRY OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN’S GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
This study suggests that Eden had a source of the River of Life coming from under the Temple or ‘Throne’ of GOD, the single River subsequently divided into 4 headways. This is the same
case with the Nile River. As the Nile River flows adjacent the Great Pyramid, it then splinters-off into 4 main tributaries to water the ‘Garden of Paradise’ as it were in the Delta region of
Egypt. These 4 Nile River courses correspond to the mouths of 1) Said, 2) Damietta, 3) Rosetta and 4) Alexandria. Geographically, the Great Pyramid sits exactly in the middle between the
span of Port Said and Alexandria. The point at which the Nile branches off into the 4 headways give the limit of the large or ‘big’ circle that envelopes the entire Delta and thus would then
determine the circumference size of the ‘smaller’ circle in which the Great Pyramid is in the midst as if a ‘throne’ that mirrors the very Throne of the LORD that from which a river flowed out
from its side. Incredibly, the circumference of this ‘cube’ within circle that is pinpointed at Ararat is exactly the sacred dimensions of the coming New Jerusalem, 1500 miles in all directions.
For sure there is some amazing synchronicity occurring within these sacred Dimensions of Paradise. For example from the Great Pyramid to the ‘Stargate’ of Ur, which is the current hexagram designed air base adjacent to the south of Ancients Ur’s Orion Belt alignment is exactly 777 nautical miles. The difference with this circumference equals 1500 miles, the very sacred
dimension of the New Jerusalem.

A line drawn out
horizontally from
this Tree of Life
pattern center would
intersect directly in the
west through the beginning
of the branching-out of the
Nile River just north of the area of
the Giza Pyramids. This alignment to
the east would intersect the hexagram
‘Stargate’ configuration of the Orion Belt star
alignment that is adjacent to the Ziggurat of Ur
of the Chaldeans.
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What these 2 points have in common is that both
have the Orion Belts star alignment built into the
Pyramid and Ziggurat structures themselves, exactly
777 miles apart. Giza’s Great Pyramid alignment has a
north-south axis and thus renders the Orion depiction as
an east-west imagery. This same principle occurs in Ur.
The Orion Ziggurat complex is orientated at a 33rd degree
angle but the Orion 3-Star temples are at an east-west axis.
This would render the Orion depiction to a north-south
orientation.

TREE OF LIFE PATTERNS
IF in fact the Garden of Eden layout is in the ‘Tree of Life’ sacred geometric pattern,
then the core or area of where the Tree of Life itself would have been or is still
located at if at least not geographically but spiritual will be in the ‘midst’
geometrically of this circumference in the map configuration superimposed on the Middle East. When this is done, it would place the ‘Tree
of Life at the center geographically between the Pyramids of Giza –
Ur axis line in the area of northern Arabia. To reiterate the theory
and premise of this study, the Tree of Life as the geographic
region of Eden had or has a sacred geometric configuration.

Temple-River Pattern

THE FLOWER OF LIFE
The icon of the Tree of Life is a representation of the
primary elements that constitute the configuration of the dimensions of Paradise itself.
There is an overall encompassing circle,
within this grand circle; there are 4
smaller circles on the vertical access.
These 4 circles correspond to the 4
Rivers that proceeded out of the
Throne of the LORD. The smaller size circles, when placed
outside and adjacent to the
overall large circle comprise
exactly the proportions of the
Earth-Moon and Great Pyramid-Nile Delta sacred patterns.

GATES TO PARADISE
The point is that it is believed
by many in the ancient world,
as now that the Gate of God and
the Gate of Man do exist in the
Heavens and where placed on
the 33rd degree line of the
Zodiac. These same sacred
configurations were and are
mirrored in proportion on
Earth at various ancient
pyramid sites for example.
The geographical area of
where the 7 Churches are
located at within the area of
Asia Minor ‘smaller’ circles that
is alluding to the type of the
Throne having a circumference
that starts at the 33rd degree angle
from the supposed center of the Tree of
Life in the midst of Paradise itself.

‘LOCATION
OF IMMORTALITY’
The motif also produces a
rahedron that is incorporated
within the grand circle or that of
a hexagram. The pattern thereafter produces the different nodes or
points like that of the ‘tree’ with its
profound center as being the core or
the ‘midst’. This conjecture of where
the location of the Tree of Life could be
is solely based on the geometry of such
properties of the Tree of Life and
Flower of Life motif.
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‘Prophetic
Time’

When this pattern is superimposed
unto the circumference that started with
the location of where Noah’s Ark rested
in the Mt. Ararat region, then geographically, the area of where the Tree of Life would be
thus corresponds to a very desolate area north of
the Al Jowf area in Arabia. It is literally ‘in the middle
of nowhere’, maybe the perfect place to have the Tree of
Life be discouraged from being sought or
located. Obviously the Tree of Life is not there physically, at least in the physical dimension.
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Achemar
A river is indicative of ‘time’
as it has a beginning and
end that is marked by a
death and rebirth of the
Phoenix.
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It is noteworthy to note and that this smaller circle that is correlating to a ‘throne’
within the area of the 7 Churches in Asia
Minor along with the larger circle that has
the Tree of Life - Flower of Life motif
layout on a map of the Middle East will
encompass the very sacred
dimensions of the coming New
Jerusalem when its outer circle is drawn.
In essence, the Dimensions of the
coming New Jerusalem are the same and
will superpose itself on the very outline of
the sacred Dimensions of Paradise that
once were and will be again.

